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Nowadays people love to get tan and some people really do not have the patience or time to spray
tan solution and to wait till they get that natural tan. The major difference between a natural tan and
the fake tan is natural tan tend to have a long lifetime whereas fake tan is very easy to get and the
same way it lasts for a very short time.

The major disadvantage of getting a natural tan is you need to be in sun for a long time and the ultra
violet rays that is emitted from the sun can affect your skin in the process. Due to this many people
are really afraid to have a natural tan as their skin might get allergic to the ultra violet rays. Due to
this fact now they are preferring fake tans

When you are trying to get natural tan using spray tanning the amount of time you need to spend
under the sun varies according to the tan you need. If you   need a dark tan then you need to spend
more time under the sun, if you need lighter tan then you need to spend less time under the sun.

But with fake tans it is literally no sun, you need to get under the sun to get fake tan. Also you can
choose the kind of tan you. If you need darker tan you can apply the solution accordingly ot if you
need lighter tan then you can apply the tan solution accordingly.

With fake tan you get the color as you wish, whereas with natural tan there will be always a
difference what you wish and what you get. You cannot be 100% satisfied with natural tan.

With fake tan you can get the tan equally all over the body whereas with natural tan if you did not
spray tanning solution equally all over the body then you might not get uniform tan all over the body.
Fake tan can also cover if you any problems with the skin and itâ€™s not allergic.

Whereas, when getting the natural tan you might get some problem, if you have done any pigment
transformation on your skin. The ultra violet rays that are emitted from the sun might affect the
pigmentation.

These are the major difference between the natural tan and fake tan. As against the belief of some
people fake tan is very much safe for your skin. But finally itâ€™s upto the person to decide whether to
have a fake tan or a natural tan.
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Eco Tan is Australia based a spray tanning solution provider. You can use their tanning products to
get both fake tans and natural a spray tan machines.
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